New techniques for representing 3D video are often realised using monoscopic video and associated per-pixel depth information. While the compression of both monoscopic and depth video channels can be achieved using traditional video coding techniques, in this paper, specific properties of the depth channel are exploited to further compress the depth information. More precisely, enhanced compression of the depth channel is achieved by using a highly flexible motion model, Binary Partition Tree (BPT) which enables adaptive partitioning of the depth frames leading to better ratedistortion optimisation for inter-frame prediction. Comparing to a conventional approach, Limited Variable Size Block (LVSB) which enables only limited frame partitioning options, the presented approach brings a gain of up to 70 % in bitrate reduction for the depth information.
INTRODUCTION
The research on stereoscopic video has received high interest over the past decade in order to provide viewers with more realistic vision than traditional 2D video. Stereoscopic images and display systems are designed to emulate human stereo perception by capturing a 3D scene with two cameras located in slightly shifted positions. The captured pictures are then projected to left and right eyes, called left and right views. Subsequently, the human visual system will perceive left and right views as one image with the sense of depth.
Instead of using left and right views to represent 3D video, new techniques, like depth image-based rendering (DIBR) [1] and screen parallax [2] , represent 3D video based on a monoscopic video and associated per-pixel depth information (simply called depth map). The example pictures of monoscopic video and the associated depth map of popular 3D test video sequence are shown in Fig. 1 . While the monoscopic video consists of three components -Y, U and V as in the traditional video applications, the depth map video has one component. The advantage of such a scheme is, it can capture the stereoscopic sequences more easily compared to the traditional left-right view technique. However, like in the conventional stereoscopic coding, problems of compression are still there with this DIBR technique. Several basic techniques have been used to encode DIBR sequences, but nothing has been able to reduce the data rate significantly. In this paper, we propose an application of a flexible motion model with variable block size to encode the depth sequence in DIBR sequences. The rest of the paper is organized as follows Section 2 presents related works in this area. The proposed technique which enables the reduction of stereoscopic video bitrate is discussed in section 3. Section 4 provides results of the experiments and discussion. Section 5 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
When 3D video is represented by DIBR technique, it is found that each region of depth map has different importance. Precisely, sharp discontinuities in depth and intensity require more accurate depth map. Therefore, the concept of region-of-interest (ROI) integrated with JPEG2000 was applied in [3] to gain quality improvement for image coding. Moreover, due to the relationship between the monoscopic video and depth map, the idea of sharing motion vectors between two sequences was introduced in [4] . The performance of sharing motion vector approach was found to be superior to encoding motion vectors separately at low bitrate when the coding cost for motion vectors outweighs the one for coding the residual. However, these techniques have not shown considerable bitrate reductions. Therefore, further development of techniques to improve 3D video coding is needed.
In video coding, the motion compensation is used to remove temporal redundancy between successive frames of a video signal. Motion compensation is performed in the direction of motion vectors (MV) which are obtained during the motion estimation for each frame region. Popular frame region shapes are blocks which are commonly used in standard video coding techniques since handling of such shapes is easy to implement and provides reasonable results across a wide range of compression ranges.
The block models can be categorized into fixed size block (FSB) models and variable size block (VSB) models. For FSB, a frame is divided into evenly distributed fixed size blocks. However, in general, block boundaries do not coincide with motion boundaries of objects in video, which means that a block may contain regions corresponding to more than one type of motions. Therefore, it is desirable to not only vary the block size depending on motion in specific regions but also to enable adaptable frame partitioning into motion blocks.
APPLICATION OF FLEXIBLE MOTION MODELS TO 3D VIDEO
The VSB approach used in the model is based on the block structure of H.264 / AVC and the BPT [6] . The block-size of the model used in H.264 can be varied from 16x16 down to 4x4 pixels. For BPT, the decision on a frame partitioning is related to the accuracy of predicted motion compensation at certain motion estimation levels. The block size is not predefined but is fully adaptable to the designed ratedistortion. This can be achieved by two steps: growing the tree which describes a frame partitioning (top-down approach) and pruning the tree which finds the optimal partitioning (bottom-up approach). At the tree growing step, the entire picture is repeatedly split up to a target number of blocks N which is defined as. N = ⋅ N R ⋅ N C / 256, where N R and N C are the numbers of rows and columns respectively, and has a value of 2 for P-frames and 1 for B-frames. To split the blocks, all blocks are considered and the block which provides largest minimum motion compensation error is split by a vertical or horizontal line at the position that minimizes the block motion compensation error. The vertical line is used if the block width is bigger than block height and horizontal line is used if the block height is bigger than block width. These two blocks are added to the tree as children nodes of the partitioned block. The example of tree growing algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2 . to generate 4 blocks of a frame. At the bottom up step, a pair of child blocks, which provides the smallest gain in motion compensation, is remerged. The process is repeated until number of block n within the frame minimises a Lagrangian cost function defined as J(n) = D(n) + λ ⋅ R(n), where D, R and λ denote the distortion, bitrate and Lagrangian parameter, respectively.
To perform the VSB approach, there are three main types of data have to be coded: the information required to represent the block structure for each inter frame, the motion information for each block and the residual after motion compensation.
Since depth map consists of large smooth areas as well as sharp edges, our evaluation focuses on application of suitable motion compensation methods which can exploit the specific structure of depth images. In order to gain better temporal redundancy reduction in the depth sequence, we use the above algorithm to encode depth images. Flexible motion models are applied to 3D video sequences: monoscopic video and depth map, in order to reduce the overall bitrate. The flexibility of the applied model is capable to capture the most significant characteristics of depth map -large smooth areas and sharp edges. Since the depth map indicates the depth of objects within the scene, motion of objects related to the background only depends on the motion of objects themselves or camera, not on the changing of environment such as light or colour. Therefore, it is desirable to have a motion model functionality which will allow for assignment of as large as possible block to background in order to reduce the amount of motion information and small block on object edges to obtain the accurate motion prediction.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experiments are carried on the "Orbi" and "Interview" sequences of CIF (352 x 288) resolution. Two tested motion model settings use the VSB structures that follow the H.264 block model for which the block size is varied between 16x16 and 4x4 pixels and the BPT approach which the block size is varied according to the motion of video content. These two approaches are simply called LVSB and BPT for the rest of paper. Video sequences are encoded as IBBPBBP… and a group of picture (GOP) equals to 15. At B-frames, the past and future reference frames are used (bidirectional prediction) while only one reference frame is used for P-frames. I frames are in both cases encoded using the same settings.
Lagrangian rate-distortion optimization is employed to ensure that each component of the encoder operates using the same rate-distortion trade-off relationship. The Lagrangian parameter λ is used to maintain the picture quality to be almost the same within the GOP. The examples of monoscopic video and depth map of Orbi (P-frame) which are divided into variable size blocks by the BPT and LVSB approaches are presented in Fig. 3 . In case of the monoscopic image, to obtain the same PSNR at about 36 dB the image is segmented into 479 blocks by BPT and 1017 blocks by LVSB. In addition, for the depth image, it is segmented into 49 blocks by BPT and 524 blocks by LVSB in order to obtain image quality of about 39 dB. Moreover, the bitrate used in BPT in the monoscopic video is about 7.5 % lower than in LVSB and about 57 % lower in depth map. It means that the BPT can significantly reduce bitrate (compared to LVSB) in the depth map by using fewer blocks to provide good quality of motion compensation. As a result, for the same bitrate the application of BPT will provide higher decoding quality compared to the compression which uses LVSB.
The average numbers of blocks used in all P and B frames of the test sequences are presented in Table 1 . for almost the same video quality. Since a typical depth map frame is smooth and its background occupies large portion of frame, assignment of larger blocks to background area reduces the amount of motion information. On the other hand, assignment of smaller blocks on object edges is needed to obtain the accurate motion prediction for those areas that change faster. As a result, a smaller number of blocks can be used in BPT to provide better rate-distortion optimisation. Especially, at the B-frame where bi-directional prediction is applied, even smaller number of blocks is used. Consequently, fewer bits are required to encode the motion component. On the other hand, a block size of LVSB, which has the same block structure used in H.264 / AVC, is varied between 4x4 to 16x16 pixels. Therefore, the biggest block is limited to 16x16 pixels, leading to high number of bits required for the motion component. This reflects to the overall bitrate which is larger when LVSB is used. Most importantly, it can be seen that the bit savings achieved by application of BPT are much higher for the depth map compared to the monoscopic video.
The rate-distortion results for test sequences (depth map) are presented in Fig. 4 . for wide range of bit-rates. The presented results suggest that the performance of BPT is much superior to the performance of LVSB. This is quite obvious at the low bitrate region since the rate-distortion optimization algorithm used in BPT is capable to find the optimum trade-off between bitrate for motion information and residual to provide the possible best video quality. Moreover, the rate distortion results in P and B frames are shown in Fig. 5. and Fig. 6 . The experiment results suggest that the performance of BPT is better than LVSB in both frame types, especially in case of the B-frame where bidirectional prediction is implemented. The bi-directional prediction allows for more accurate motion estimation. As a result, even fewer blocks can be used leading to reduction in motion information.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a flexible motion model is proposed to code the depth map in DIBR. We have used the features of the depth map and based on that we used BPT to design a flexible motion model to encode the frame. Simulation results clearly suggest that the flexible motion model can improve the RD performance quite significantly compared to the LVSB which is used in standard video codecs. The proposed technique will add some computational complexity to the system to optimise the partitioning of the frames. In our future work we will address this issue.
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